2021 Evenings al Fresco Lineup
As of May 24, 2021

June 2
Matt Skellenger - Jazz bass
Spencer Crawford - Americana multi-instrumentalist
Sugar Moon - Bluegrass duo
Patrick Dethlefs - Western-inspired singer-songwriter
Los Mochochetes - Latin grooves

June 7
Star Edwards - Celtic harp
Chris McGarry - Roots and Americana
Andrew Sturtz and Courlyn Carpenter - Singer-songwriter
Deborah Solo and Kari Clifton - Indie folk on guitar and cello
Bret Billings and Greg Schochet - Honky Tonk Americana

June 9
Teresa Suydam - Indie singer-songwriter on keyboard
Jen Hitt - Americana singer-songwriter on guitar
Roma Ransom - Eclectic bohemian world folk on fiddle and guitar
Miguel Espinoza & Dianne Betkowski - Flamenco fusion on guitar and cello
Ivy Street Ensemble - Chamber music on violin, viola, and flute

June 21
Anna Leavitt - Contemporary and classical cello
Aaron McCloskey - Americana and bluegrass
Barry Osborne and Olivia Shaw - Americana on banjo and fiddle
Felix Ayodele ft. Troy Robey - Multi-instrumental sound paintings
David Lawrence & the Spoonful - Americana and Gypsy-infused jazz guitar

June 23
Caitlin Gilmore - Postmodern pop
Liat Arochas - Singer-songwriter
Eric Wiggs - Americana
LEMONT - Americana
Don Chicharrón - Chicha (Peruvian cumbia)

**June 28**
Casey Cormier - Rootsy pop
Joshua Lee Fenner - Guitar and fiddle looping jams
Istari Duo (Chad and Ed) - World percussion
Antonio Lopez - Singer-songwriter
Cheri & Ben from COLOR - Soul

**June 30**
Ryan Fiegl - Ambient guitar
Lily Primus - Classical harp
Jubilant Bridge - Harmony-driven acoustic guitar and dulcimer
Daniella Katzir Duo - Songwriter-sass and jazzy swing
Ensemble Faucheux - Dynamic string quartet

**Monday, July 12**
Roy Willey - Transportive vocal looping
Vamos Al Parque - Fun pop duo
Lewis and Short - Bluegrassy Americana
Tim Ostdiek & Jenny Balagna - Singer-songwriter
Hunter Stone - Singer-songwriter

**Wednesday, July 14**
Grant Sabin - Acoustic Blues
Jacy James Anderson - Indie-folk Singer-songwriter
Jackson Emmer - Singer-songwriter
Grace Clark & Summers Baker - Folk
Blackbird and the Storm - Avian inspired folk

**Monday, July 19**
Nic Clark - Bluesy Americana on harmonica and guitar
Wade Krauss - Singer-songwriter
Violamore - Classical viola duo
Adam Agee & Jon Sousa - Traditional Irish music on fiddle, guitar, and tenor banjo
Connect Four - Contemporary folk and Americana
Wednesday, July 21
Biff Gore - Soul
Spencer LaJoye - Folk pop
Carolyn Hunter and Julian Peterson - Indie folk
Sharpe & Dion - Mile high Americana
Lionel Young Duo - Violin-centric Blues

Monday, July 26
Kristi Stice - Vocal standards
Geoff Union - Flatpicker guitar
Half Pint and the Growler - Swing duo
Jobi Riccio - Singer-songwriter
The Delta Sonics Duo - Blues

Wednesday, July 28
Martin Gilmore - Americana singer-songwriter
Sawyer Ward - Folk, blues, country, pop and jazz
Dollhouse Thieves - Jazz-inflected neo-rock and indie-folk
Patterson-Sutton Duo - Chamber music on cello and guitar
The Cody Sisters - Americana, folk, and bluegrass

Monday, August 2
Shanna In A Dress - Quirky folk pop
Sam Armstrong-Zickefoose - Eclectic banjo
Resonant Rogues - Bluegrass
Stef Kull & Paul Trunko - Rock and pop hits
The Burney Sisters - Indie folk

Wednesday, August 4
Alexa Wildish - Progressive folk
Sebastian Andrews - Jazz
Paul Kimbiris w/ Nina Fronjian on violin - Singer-songwriter
Elyse Midgyett - Guitar, vocal genre mash-up
Hazel Miller Trio - Jazz, blues and R&B icon!

Monday, August 9
Ernie Martinez & Patty Jackson - Americana duo
Citrus Sauthoff Duo - Rock-influenced fusion
Sister Neapolitan - Indie folk
Ivalas Quartet - Classical with violin, viola, and cello
El Javi - Post modern flamenco guitar exploration

**Wednesday, August 11**
Joe Johnson - Alt Country
Paul DeHaven - Singer-songwriter
Uncle Bill - Bluegrass
Rob Drabkin - Musical smiles
Sandra Wong & Joy Adams - Dueling cellos

**Monday, August 16**
Thomas Jennings - Jazz guitar
Virginia Lynn & Emily Rose - Americana
Follow The Fox - Honest acoustics
Skean Dubh - Modern and traditional Celtic
Liv Luma - Electric dreamscapes via fiddle and poetry

**Wednesday, August 18**
Perc Ens - Marimba and loop pedal
Jeremy Facknitz - Jazz-infused folk-rock
Hall & Hewitt - American old time music on banjo and fiddle
Any Hinkle with Troy Robey - Appalachian-influenced Americana
Avourneen - Irish and Celtic folk music

**August 30**
Erinn Peet-Lukes of Thunder and Rain - Americana singer-songwriter
Sydney Clapp - Soft experimental sounds
Greg Schochet - Bluegrass, country, and swing
Taarka - Indie folk, Gypsy jazz and chamber rock
Noor Quartet - Chamber music